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Anna Soubry judged the George’s Chapel of
Remembrance's £50,000-a-year running costs as an
'inappropriate use of defence resources'

MoS victory as David Cameron steps in to
save memorial to Battle of Britain aces

St George's Chapel of Remembrance in Biggin Hill, Kent, faced the axe
Defence Minister judged its £50,000-a-year running costs 'inappropriate'
But now Prime Minister has pledged to do whatever it takes to save chapel
It has stood since 1951 as memorial to all British airmen who died in WWII

By HARRY YORKE FOR THE MAIL ON SUNDAY

PUBLISHED: 00:57, 11 January 2015 | UPDATED: 01:24, 11 January 2015

David Cameron has vowed to save the chapel
dedicated to heroic Battle of Britain pilots after a
public outcry over its threatened closure.

The Mail on Sunday revealed last week how St
George’s Chapel of Remembrance for ‘the Few’
faced the axe after Defence Minister Anna
Soubry judged that its £50,000-a-year running
costs were an ‘inappropriate use of defence
resources’.

But in a dramatic move last week, the Prime
Minister pledged to do ‘whatever it takes’ to save
the chapel at Biggin Hill, Kent, after a furious
backlash from Mail on Sunday readers and
campaigners.

Built on the site of the former RAF station – which
played a key role in the 1940 battle to repel
Hitler’s Luftwaffe – the chapel has stood since
1951 as a memorial to all the British airmen who
died during the Second World War. 

The local airport of Biggin Hill offered to make up
the funding shortfall following our report, but Mr
Cameron’s announcement now means the
Ministry of Defence will maintain ownership and
provide public money for the site.

‘I can absolutely confirm to the House that the
chapel will be preserved for future generations,
as we have always recognised its importance
and its rich heritage,’ he said at Prime Minister’s
Questions.

He added: ‘I think it’s possible that of all the great
moments in British history, the Battle of Britain
stands out as one of the most important times
that there have been.

‘We will protect the chapel and will do all that we can to protect it for future generations.’

His intervention followed an online petition to save the church which gained more than 28,000
signatures. Campaigners also took to Twitter to express their anger at Ms Soubry.

In an embarrassing turnaround last Sunday, Ms Soubry retreated from her previous stance, telling one
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David Cameron has pledged to do ‘whatever it
takes’ to save the chapel at Biggin Hill, Kent

complainant: ‘It doesn’t mean the chapel must close. I’m working hard to save it.’

On Monday she tweeted that there would be a meeting about the chapel’s future, and a day later she
met local Tory MP Jo Johnson, when she again expressed her support for its ‘continued preservation’.

Outcry: Our report last week on the plans to close the chapel, which caused furious backlash from Mail on
Sunday readers and campaigners

The Prime Minister’s announcement was welcomed by Mr Johnson, who has championed the
campaign to keep the historic monument open. He described the U-turn as a ‘triumph’ for the public.

‘We’re in a very good place and the security of the chapel is secured,’ he said. ‘It’s a great triumph to
keep the chapel open, and one The Mail on Sunday has played a huge part in.’

TV presenter and local resident Jan Leeming was
also pleased with the about-turn, but she
criticised the MoD for the ‘lack of thought’ shown
in its initial decision.

‘I welcome Mr Cameron’s promise and hope he
keeps his word,’ she said. ‘Apart from anything
else, the chapel is iconic – a place of peace,
beauty and remembrance. Although a modern
building, it has an aura of spirituality usually
associated with ancient churches.’

In a statement released on Thursday, Defence
Secretary Michael Fallon said: ‘We have been in
discussions with Bromley Council for 18 months
and we are pleased that the council wants to
create a heritage centre on the site. Subject to
agreeing suitable terms to secure the future of
the chapel, the garden of remembrance and the
car park, we will lease the site on a long-term
basis to the council for a token rent.’

Approved by Sir Winston Churchill as a
‘permanent’ shrine to ‘the Few’ of the Second
World War, St George’s was originally built to
replace a military chapel destroyed by a fire in
1946. It is expected to welcome 25,000 visitors
this year as it commemorates the 75th
anniversary of the Battle of Britain.

The chapel was also threatened with closure in
1989, when the airfield was closed as an
operational RAF base, but it was later saved because of its historical significance. 
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JLP, Telford, 2 days ago

Battle of Britain Memorial Chapel? I did 22 years in the RAF and 16 years a an Mod civvy
working for the RAF and I had never heard of this chapel before this story came out. I don't think
the RAF are very bothered about it. Could be wrong though.
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fizgog, Wessex, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

The 'Europhiles' would like to see that destruction of this chapel as it is an embarasment for their
German 'friends'. The chapel and its two guardian aircraft must be saved for posterity, a lesson
in history.

021
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Wakeup, London, 2 days ago

Shows the trouble of having a woman as Defence Minister. Boys grow up with a keen interest in
military history and as men instinctively know the value of these places. Most girls grow up
knowing nothing of such things, but that ignorance is of little consequence in the age of equality
we now live in. Blunders like this are the price we pay for such foolish appointments. Roll on May
2015.
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justsceptical, London, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Thank goodness that airhead Soubry and the rest of the hopeless bunch will soon be out of
power.

125
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EnglishPigPot, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Soubry a vile useless waster woman!

134

Click to rate

mr zen, london, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Two unemployed fat people cost more!

127
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Peter Ex-Artillery, Manchester, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Cameron has saved the Battle of Britain Memorial Chapel? Is there a General Election this
year?

232
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Freddie LS, London, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

All those involved in planning for this should be sacked. If they did not realise during the
meetings prior to the announcement that people would be outraged at the idea that it was too
expensive at £50k a year to maintain a memorial to the pilots who saved the country, have no
right to be planning any government policy!
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LANSDOWNE, LONDON, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Shows you the trouble the Government is in when Cameron has to stoop so low when
somebody has already offered the money some time ago. He must have Sainsbury's shares and
be a Honourary British Legion member who have dragged and sold the memory and gallantry of
our fallen heroes for money.
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LANSDOWNE, LONDON, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Shows how much trouble Cameron is in to stoop so low to gain street cred, especially after
somebody offered the money some time ago. He can always rely on the Goverments daily
biased paper (mail) to try and make out he was bothered at all!!
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'He was too good for
me!' Gwyneth Paltrow
reveals Brad Pitt was
the one that got away
and ex Ben Affleck 'not
in a good place' during
their relationship

Feeling small Harry?
Prince is dwarfed by
NBA basketball star
Carmelo Anthony
during reception at St
James's Palace
Ahead of NBA game

'You were amazing... it
was short but sweet':
Strictly's Iveta
Lukosiute presents
dance partner Thom
Evans with a thoughtful
gift at tour rehearsals

'Is this the real world?'
Jeremy Clarkson
seemingly struggles
with the perils of public
transport as he tweets
picture from train
Car getting a service?

Is Nikki Reed engaged
to Ian Somerhalder?
Actress wears diamond
ring amid rumours
couple are 'quietly
planning wedding'
Popped the question?

'I have both your faces
on CCTV': Jodie Marsh
shares pictures of men
attempting to burgle her
while she was home
alone
Fighting back

A Myleene moment!
Klass follows in the
footsteps of Marilyn as
she elegantly maintains
her composure in a
sudden gust of wind
Saw the funny side

Elegant as ever:
Gwyneth Paltrow wraps
up in smart grey coat
ahead of appearance on
US morning show
Looked seriously stylish
even in winterwear

'It was a tawdry little
thing!': Biggest Loser's
Bob Harper reveals he
once dated Shahs Of
Sunset star Reza
Farahan 
Revealed old flame

Bill Cosby 'victim' tells
police how he drugged
her in 2008 when she
was just 18 at Playboy
Mansion party as police
launch full-scale probe
into comedy legend

'Empower yourselves
if you're going to get
silly about a guy':
Benedict Cumberbatch
admits fans make him
squirm... and he's yet to
discover his baby's sex

'Bye bye festive flab':
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Spencer Matthews and
Lauren Hutton reveal
their toned bodies as
they embark on fitness
bootcamp in Ibiza
Not looking too shabby...

Feeling all-white!
TOWIE's Lydia Bright
shows off toned bikini
body in a bandeau two-
piece as she continues
Thailand holiday with
sister Georgia

Dylan McDermott and
Maggie Q 'engaged to
marry' following
whirlwind four month
romance
Fell in love while filming
TV show Stalker

How Air Miles Andy
visited Saudi, Kuwait
and Bahrain as part of
his royal duties taking
seven international trips
in a single year 
He's well travelled

Bouncing back from
her divorce: Danielle
Lloyd tries her luck at
trampoline-based
acrobatics in new teaser
clip for Get Your Act
Together

Elton John plants a
tender kiss on son
Zachary as he enjoys
Hawaii holiday with
showbiz pal Neil Patrick
Harris
Famous foursome

No make-up, no fuss!
Britney Spears' younger
sister Jamie Lynn posts
gym selfie like nothing
is wrong a day after
video emerged of her
pulling a knife in a fight

Working it out! On-
again couple Katy Perry
and John Mayer 'saw a
therapist' before giving
their relationship
another go
Third time's a charm

He's the prince of
presents! George
amasses almost 800
gifts - including two
dream catchers, a
surfboard, a fluffy
wombat and a toy boat -
in just one year

'I drank and used
drugs to die': Jeremy
Jackson reflects on
devastating spiral of
addiction at height of
Baywatch fame as he
moves on from CBB exit

Avatar sequel delayed
to 2017 after director
James Cameron reveals
writing process has
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proven to be 'too
complex'
Three sequels coming

EXCLUSIVE: 'Bradley
Cooper is the real deal.'
Navy SEAL who trained
bulked-up star to play
American Sniper Chris
Kyle reveals he was a
crack shot at 600 yards 

'I felt so ashamed':
Jaime King, 35, reveals
she had FIVE
miscarriages (and 31
fertility treatments)
before finally getting
pregnant with
son James

Snake is back!
Eighties cult classic
Escape From New York
to be remade by Fox
Original director John
Carpenter will serve as
executive producer

Purr-fect as usual:
Nicole Scherzinger pulls
off casual hoodie and
sweatpants ensemble
before Cats
performance
She's a West End girl

'I love to express my
sensuality': Ciara oozes
sex appeal as she gives
a peek of her black
leather bra on the cover
of L'uomo Vogue
Single after recent split

White on the money!
Julianne Moore stuns in
a Grecian one-shoulder
jumpsuit as she talks
about her Golden Globe
winning role in Still
Alice

SPOILER ALERT:
Coronation Street's Roy
Cropper and Sharif
Nazir battle it out in
allotment road race... as
soap boss says 'nobody
is safe from the axe'

Chris Brown 'cancels
future shows at
nightclubs' after five
people were shot at his
California gig
Singer is worried about
his fans

Kendra Wilkinson
looks ready to hit the
gym as she dons
workout wear after
revealing she is 'back to
pre lil Hank weight'
Post-jungle workout

Cosby's comedy show
axed in his home state
of Massachusetts over
sexual assault
allegations - with
refunds on offer for final
tour dates 
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Brooke Burke-Chavret,
43, displays enviable
physique in a sports bra
and leggings as she
goes for workout
session
Healthy after cancer fight

One is not amused!
Made In Chelsea's Lucy
Watson looks
unimpressed after being
slapped with a parking
ticket
Careful where you park!

'It was terrifying to
watch': TOWIE star
Ferne McCann 'rushed
to hospital' following
shock collapse at Essex
gym
With Charlie Sims

'Camille the camel is
trying to say hi!' Khloe
Kardashian makes fun
of her VERY tight white
jeans in revealing snap 
Got the first laugh in as
she shared racy snap 

Rita Ora goes under
the radar in stylish
fedora... as she shows
off her super-cute new
puppy Cher the Bear
Hopefully he has a pet
passport!

'Neither of them saw it
as a big deal': Rita Ora
'moves beau Ricky Hil
into her North London
home' after six months
of dating
Getting serious

Sienna Miller slips into
a stylish striped dress
for TV appearance...
before being pelted in
the face with a glass of
water by Jimmy Fallon
Took it well

'The night I was
sexually assaulted':
Real Housewives Of
Cheshire star Tanya
Bardsley woke in hotel
room to find 'a strange
man touching me'

Rihanna flaunts her
toned abs in a crop top
and silk gym trousers
as rumours of a new
romance with Leonardo
DiCaprio heat up
Is she or isn't she?

It's a family affair!
Miley Cyrus' brother
Braison is 'dating
Patrick
Schwarzenegger's
sister Christina' 
Very cosy!

'Hello from Kensington
Palace!': Duke and
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Duchess of Cambridge
join forces with Prince
Harry on Twitter with
new account to promote
Royal Foundation

On Song! Anne
Hathaway oozes
sophistication in stylish
black dress as she
takes centre stage at LA
screening of new movie
Very elegant

Hawaii Five-WHOAH!
Bikini-clad Jessica
Lowndes displays her
stunning curves as she
floats on a paddleboard
during picturesque
beach break

New parents Rachel
Bilson and Hayden
Christensen enjoy a
family day out as they
take baby daughter
Briar Rose for a stroll
Loving parenthood

Golden girl! Jenna
Dewan-Tatum dazzles in
plunging lamé dress as
she steps out for
Women In TV
Celebration
Channing's stunning wife

Can you say risqué?
Jennifer Lopez sizzles
in sheer crisscross
dress at Miami
screening for her film
The Boy Next Door 
Sexy and she knows it

'Is this Broadchurch or
Boredchurch?': Viewers
take to Twitter as drama
suffers ratings slump of
1.5million from last
week
Was it David's 'mumbles'

Model claims Ken
Morley behaved like a
'professional pervert
who slapped her bum'
when they filmed advert
together for window
company advert 

EXCLUSIVE: 'I'm here
to tell ya I wanna kill ya.'
How Jeremy Jackson
was accused of
attempting to murder
his ex-wife after rapping
threats and 'strangling
and beating her'

They wear short
shorts! Best friends
Taylor Swift and Lorde
sport similar Daisy
Dukes as they hike
through Los Angeles
A change from black

Upstairs chic! Downton
Abbey's Laura
Carmichael stuns in
bright lemon dress with
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thigh-high side splits
at ELLE bash
Lighting up Hollywood

Having a hard time
blending in? Teresa
Giudice's prison arrival
'is all inmates and staff
are talking about'
Reality star can't blend
into the prison crowd

That's a fresh look!
Jessica Chastain gets
chewing gum all over
her in spoof Wrigley ad
with Jimmy Kimmel
Travelled back to the
Eighties

The WAG who can
sing! Man United
goalie's girlfriend to
represent Spain at
Eurovision... and admits
she wants to marry him

How normal is YOUR
love life? Tracey Cox
reveals Britain's
bedtime secrets... and
we're not as prudish as
you might think
What is 'normal'?

Swimsuit ready! Teen
Mom Jenelle Evans
shows off her post-baby
bikini body six months
after giving birth
Former drug addict was
looking healthy

All about HER bass!
Amber Rose upstages
Meghan Trainor during
her album release party
in skintight tank dress
Model was centre of
attention

Tins of tuna, woolly
hats and a model of a
surface to air MISSILE:
The lavish (and often
bizarre) gifts given to
the Queen and other
royals in 2014 revealed

'It has been torture': X
Factor's Stevi Ritchie
loses a stone in a week
at boot camp... after
being taunted about
weight on social media
Down and dirty in mud

'I can tell a fake a** a
mile away': Cami Li
snipes about Alicia
Douvall's 'surgically
enhanced bottom' in
Celebrity Big Brother
Cheeky

Pop princess Charli
XCX puts on a VERY
leggy display in tiny tie-
dye hotpants and killer
heels at LA music event
Making waves across the
pond
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5 Seconds Of
Summer's Ashton Irwin
is at one with nature
during his mountain
holiday with family as
he leaves rock star life
behind... for a few days

Battle of 'The Body':
Heidi Klum strips down
to racy lingerie in new
campaign for underwear
line that replaces Elle
Macpherson's Intimates
range

Celebrity Big Brother
stars 'threatened to
stage mass walkout
unless controversial
star Ken Morley was
booted off'
Unpopular housemate

From Bel Air to Albert
Square! Kris Jenner to
bring Hollywood
glamour to soap-land as
she confirms
appearance at National
Television Awards

In the pink! Emmy
Rossum sports figure-
hugging leggings and
vest top for gym
workout
Revealed Shameless
USA's back for sixth year

Spring Breakers star
Ashley Benson is in
high spirits as she
shows off her toned
frame in tight fitting
gym ensemble after
daily workout

Alicia Douvall lands
herself in hot water after
she steals two bananas
in Celebrity Big
Brother... as she talks
about three-year-old
daughter's strict diet 

Cami Li is crowned
queen of Celebrity Big
Brother house and
gains immunity from
Friday's eviction in
surprise twist... after
Housemates nominate
her to leave

'I feel like we're
cancer-free now': Perez
Hilton says the toxicity
has left Celebrity Big
Brother after Ken
Morley departure
Blogger's glee after
offensive Ken booted out

Raw beauty: Fresh-
faced Kim Kardashian
glows in behind-the-
scenes candid snap
from Australian Vogue
photo shoot 

Fashion stars Iris
Apfel, 93, and Tavi
Gevinson, 18, prove
style has no age limit in
new Alexis Bittar
jewellery campaign
All ages
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She truly is Body
Beautiful! Lucy
Mecklenburgh
highlights her enviable
physique in plunging
crop top and sexy split
skirt at book launch

A fuel good men!
Dakota Fanning gets a
helping hand from
generous strangers
after her luxury vehicle
runs out of gas
Give me a push!

Former prosecutor
says Mark Wahlberg
should not be pardoned
because he hasn't
acknowledged his
'racist' past
Teenage crime

Check it out! Luisa
Zissman shows off her
toned legs in black and
white skater dress as
she dines at the Chiltern
Firehouse
She just recovered from a
nasty stomach bug

'America has too many
f**king guns': Taken star
Liam Neeson launches
into expletive laden
tirade after Charlie
Hebdo attack
Has to act with weapons

Justin Bieber
accidentally joins
meeting of gay
Republicans... and they
think he's just a
'butcher version of
Miley Cyrus'

The Broadchurch
property bounce! David
Tennant's blue seaside
hut goes on sale for
£275,000... that's £50K
more than expected
thanks to hit TV series

So in love! TOWIE star
Georgia Kousoulou and
boyfriend Tommy Mallet
post romantic holiday
snaps of sunshine
break to Thailand

Dagenham's English
rose! Gemma Arterton
wears form-fitting pink
dress with contrasting
blue heels as she
discusses women's
rights on TV show

Katie Price welcomes
husband Kieran Hayler
back to Twitter... eight
months after he deleted
his account following
cheating revelations
With two of her friends

Katie Price 'tipped to
enter Celebrity Big
Brother house after
receiving six-figure
sum'... after Ken Morley
and Jeremy Jackson's
shock exits

Kourtney Kardashian
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shares photo of
children Mason and
Penelope sleeping in
bed but has yet to debut
her baby son Reign

Jaime King unveils her
VERY slim frame in
plunging sheer gold
gown at ELLE Magazine
event in West
Hollywood
Actress looked delicate

Girl power! Suki
Waterhouse posts
hilarious snap of model
pals Georgia May
Jagger, Jourdan Dunn,
Cara Delevingne and
Karlie Kloss as the
Spice Girls 

Maybe she's born with
it! Gigi Hadid reveals
she is 'beyond honored
and excited' to be the
new face of Maybelline
Teenage daughter of a
Real Housewife

Putting a stylish foot
forward! Courteney Cox
treats herself to a day of
designer shoe
shopping... but leaves
empty-handed
Wasn't wowed by choice

Stars aligning! Jake
Gyllenhaal and Ruth
Wilson share amazing
chemistry on opening
night of their Broadway
play Constellations
Hottest ticket in town

A cut above the rest:
Kate Bosworth debuts
sleek new bob as she
makes a glamorous
arrival to Still Alice
screening
New do for film role

Fifty Shades Of Grey
soundtrack song list is
revealed in full... and
features the likes of
Beyonce, Ellie Goulding
and Frank Sinatra
Will it be a hit?

'My honour to
subscribe': Arnold
Schwarzenegger steps
out for casual lunch
after sharing support
for Charlie Hebdo
Making a statement

Russell Brand is a
'sanctimonious t***'
says BBC's Nick
Robinson after
comedian refused to be
interviewed 
Self-styled revolutionary

Pan-tene out of ten!
Gisele Bundchen
throws her luscious
locks around promoting
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shampoo... proving
why she is the highest
paid model 

She's in the zone!
Katie Holmes can't stop
smiling as she gets in
on the action during
hockey game at
Madison Square Garden
What was her team?

'Can we take him
home please?' Shantel
Jackson tries to
convince rapper beau
Nelly to let her keep a
koala as they visit the
zoo Down Under

Sexy Sarah Hyland
puts her back into it in
cutaway dress as she
joins onscreen mother
Julie Bowen at Elle
Women In TV event
Polar opposite shades

No tears! A smiling
Cara Santana flashes
peace sign as she steps
out in ripped jeans to
get her cracked phone
screen fixed
Happens to many of us

'My wife told me I was
underweight': Eddie
Redmayne tells Jennifer
Lawrence his wife is
trying to fatten him up...
as he smoulders in
photoshoot

'Love it!' Zac Efron
randomly compliments
the new hairdo of
Matthew
McConaughey's wife
Camila Alves
Husband's ex co-star

Always The Real
Thing: Sam Faiers steps
out in designer sequin
Coca-Cola vest top to
party at Chiltern
Firehouse 
Fizzing with glamour

Magic in magenta!
Busy Philipps stuns in
floral-printed set as she
attends Elle's Women In
Television event
Bold look for Cougar
Town actress

'I've never been
considered too good
looking': Bradley
Cooper argues his
appearance was not a
problem while playing 
American Sniper

Having a wheel-y nice
time! Doting daddy
David Beckham looks
on proudly as grinning
Harper scoots through
London 
Harper whizzed along
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... as wife Victoria
wraps up warm in
designer poncho and
bobble hat while
showing off her legs in
skinny jeans
Killer heels of course

All-American(o) girl!
Emma Roberts keeps it
casual as she steps out
for coffee break in Los
Angeles
This young actress
needed her coffee

Generations of pop!
Ariana Grande, 21, and
Madonna, 56, among
performers for
upcoming Grammy
Awards in Los Angeles

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Jennifer Love Hewitt
seen for first time since
announcing second
pregnancy as
she bonds with her
daughter Autumn
during family lunch

'Je m'appelle Kai!':
Make-up free Naomi
Watts picks up son
Samuel from French
class while her eldest
learns karate
They're busy kids

'I can't believe they
went there': Jessica
Chastain comments on
Bill Cosby jokes at
Golden Globes during
chat show visit
Stunned by hosts

Cindy Crawford, 48,
shows off her youthful
complexion as she fills
her petrol tank with her
own fair hand
Spotted out and about in
her Bentley

A well connected
couple! Jermaine
Jackson and wealthy
Afghan wife Halima
Rashid leave phone
store 
Still going strong

Emilia Fox smiles
widely in a chic blush-
coloured coat... as
Silent Witness fans
tweet high praise for the
series return
Plays Dr Nikki Alexander

WEIGHTWATCHERS

With a range of options to suit you we have a
weight loss plan to fit around your likes and
dislikes! Get Started Now
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more

MORE DON'T MISS
Travelling in style! Ex-

F1 driver Mark Webber
gives tennis ace Maria
Sharapova a lift to
practice in a red
Porsche ahead of the
Australian Open

Sharon Stone shows
off her lean physique in
skin-tight leather
pants... as she enjoys
another date with actor
David DeLuise

Stars in her eyes!
Pregnant Isla Fisher
works casual look in
loose grey jumper and
ripped denim jeans as
she runs errands
Expecting her third child

'Back to work':
Victoria's Secret model
Kelly Gale flaunts her
cleavage in busty bra as
she resumes shooting
with lingerie line 

Girls just wanna have
fun with fashion! Lena
Dunham showcases her
quirky style in
shapeless floral print
dress at Elle Women In
TV event

Pamela Anderson
shares a passionate
kiss with husband Rick
Salomon as she steps
out in leggy outfit
They're remarried

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: I'm no
wife beater insists ex of
Imran's new bride 
Imran's new wife is former
BBC presenter Reham
Khan, 41

Bella Thorne mixes
punk with comfort as
she hits another fashion
high note in leather
jacket and boots
The 17-year-old has been
on a roll 

Do ya think I'm speedy?
Rod Stewart, 70, takes
stunning wife Penny
Lancaster, 43, out for a
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2909047/Pamela-Anderson-shares-passionate-kiss-husband-Rick-Salomon-steps-leggy-outfit.html
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spin in slick $257k
supercar
Lunch on Rodeo Drive

A slice of the action!
Cody Simpson parties
with BFFs Justin Bieber,
Miley Cyrus and Patrick
Schwarzenegger as he
celebrates his 18th
birthday with pizza cake

One pie to-go! Camila
Alves shows no fear of
carbs at New York
pizzeria with daughter
Vida
The 32-year-old doted on
her five-year-old princess

Doing their bit for
charity! Stephen Fry
looks dapper as he
attends Old Russian
New Year's Eve gala...
while Katie Melua looks
chic in navy dress

Lucy Hale shows off
her athletic pins in
sportswear as she
stops to get some gas
in LA
Actress is a rising star in
the country world

Eccentric dresser
Mickey Rourke emerges
from SoHo's Equinox in
star-spangled shoes
and grungy tartan coat
Known to wear fur while
exercising

Wet and wild! Gigi
Hadid shows off her
stomach in croptop as
she surprises Cody
Simpson by throwing
him into a pool at his
birthday... and destroys
his phone

Brandi Glanville
enjoys basketball game
with her son Mason...
after foul-mouthed rant
about ex-husband Eddie
Cibrian and LeAnn
Rimes

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Gloves
off as Marigold gets
shirty with Antonia 
Domestic Goddess of
their day: Antonia Fraser
versus Marigold Johnson

Bachelor Bruce Jenner
bonds with his boy and
enjoys a ride in his
beloved Porsche (which
he got to keep in
divorce settlement) 

There's always time for
curves! Kim Kardashian
squeezes into a corset
for a little waist training
while getting ready for a
glamorous photo shoot
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Looking good!
Amanda Bynes
resurfaces on Twitter
with fresh-faced selfie
The  28-year-old is
reportedly 'off her meds'

'Thanks so much for
all my beautiful friends':
Georgia May Jagger
wears satin sash as she
celebrates 23rd birthday
Mick and Jerry's girl is
growing up

All the same shows
two nights in a row! Talk
about deja view:
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV
It's just two too much

Wet T-shirt
competition! Chris
Hemsworth shows off
buff physique as he
gets drenched in Jimmy
Fallon's Water War
challenge

The lady is a vamp!
Kristen Stewart turns on
the Gothic glamour in
sheer dress as Julianne
Moore and Kate
Bosworth are a vision in
white at Still Alice
screening

It's all in a day's work!
Candice Swanepoel
models bikinis on the
beach before going
topless as she changes
between suits
Hit the beach in Hawaii

'I made less than my
dog walker': Golden
Globe winner Patricia
Arquette says she was
paid next to nothing to
star in Boyhood

'Very annoying
watching such twaddle':
Fans complain ITV
crime drama
Broadchurch is littered
with legal inaccuracies 

Where's the Hoff?
Kelly Brook gets
rescued by lifeguard in
light-hearted Instagram
snap as she soaks up
the sun on Venice
Beach

'Makes me want to
throw up': Brandi
Glanville openly shows
disdain for ex-husband
Eddie Cibrian on Real
Housewives
No love lost

He's her Angel!
Alessandra Ambrosio
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steps out in
legwarmers and funky
yoga pants for a day out
with son Noah
33-year-old supermodel 

Olivia Munn dons chic
Victoria Beckham dress
as she discusses dogs
on Late Night with Seth
Meyers
Rescued a Cavalier King
Charles Spaniel

Tom Arnold calls his
Sin City Saints co-star
Malin Akerman
'amazing' then shames
her ex-husband on
Howard Stern's show
He's got her back

'Rihanna is amazing':
Bar Refaeli approves of
her ex-boyfriend
Leonardo DiCaprio's
rumoured new love
interest
Was seen in LAX airport

'Postcard picture!': A
beaming Lydia Bright
puts her refined bikini
body on show as she
lives it up in Thailand
with her sister 
Currently travelling

Jessica Alba locked in
trademark dispute after
competitor accuses her
Honest Company of
infringement
Lifestyle company

Birthday boy Orlando
Bloom is snug as a bug
in a rug as he braves
the London chill in
sleeping bag coat on
set of Unlocked
He's just turned 38

Morality group blasts
R rating for 'Fifty
Shades of Grey' and
says film is so violent
Motion Picture
Association should
have made it NC-17

Christina Hendricks
shows some specs
appeal in stylish
glasses... but covers up
her famous figure to
shop for hats with
husband

She doesn't want to be
a Princess but Cressie's
hell-bent on conquering
Hollywood... even if her
Mum's still pining for a
royal wedding 
Snapped a lot in LA

'He should be in prison':
Judd Apatow blasts Bill
Cosby calling the
embattled comedian a
'really evil guy'
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Numerous allegations of
sexual assault and rape
against Cosby

'May the best man
win!' Leonardo DiCaprio
and Robert De Niro
compete for same part
in Martin Scorsese
adverts
His two favourite muses

It pays to be a fan!
Taylor Swift sends a
cheque for a super fan's
student loans along
with hand-delivered
gifts
Fan made video showing
singer and her buddies

Floral fun! Home And
Away's Bonnie Sveen
shows off her curves in
a colourful bikini as she
films scenes for the
show with surfer co-star
Tessa De Josselin  

Boyhood director
Richard Linklater and
Clint Eastwood among
male nominees for
Directors Guild
Awards... but Angelina
Jolie and Ava DuVernay
are snubbed 

'She is real, soft,
considerate, humble
and kind': Designer
Camilla Franks is
'honoured' Beyoncé
wore TWO of her
kaftans in Cambodia

'Happiest birthday of
my life!' Kirstie Alley
shows off slimline new
figure in blue dress as
she turns 64 after
shedding 50lb
Help from Jenny Craig

Every dad's worst
nightmare: Rapper Riff
Raff offers himself as
$28,000 prom date and
throws in a Lamborghini
ride and a night in a
penthouse suite

Object of desire turned
boss! Actor Travis
Jeffery reveals he had a
'teenage crush' on his
Unbroken director
Angelina Jolie
The ultimate leading lady

'You have to get used
to your dance partner':
Dance Moms star
Maddie Ziegler reveals
Shia LaBeouf took her
out to dinner with family
ahead of Sia music
video

'I am terrified but
willing!' Joel Edgerton
to direct first Hollywood
production... a self-
written psychological
thriller with the working
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title of Weirdo

Transformers sequel,
Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles and Kirk
Cameron's Saving
Christmas among the
worst movie nominees
at the Razzies

Three A-listers in one
movie: Brad Pitt, Ryan
Gosling and Christian
Bale 'will all star in The
Big Short'
Triple whammy

In bed for TWO weeks!
Kris Jenner, 59,
explains she's been sick
with the flu ever since
romantic holiday with
toy boy Corey, 34, in
Aspen

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Charlotte Crosby
flaunts her slimmed-
down figure in
swimwear... as her
fitness DVD becomes
the biggest-seller in 15
years

'America's Next Top
Model' finalist serving
12 years for armed
burglary reveals in
jailhouse interview that
her lowest point came
when she sobered up

Ella Henderson hangs
out with her fans
outside television
studios after promoting
debut album on US
show

Tulisa Contostavlos
denies punching TOWIE
star, claiming he
insulted her mentally ill
mother
Former X Factor judge
denies assault

'I am SO sick of
everyone wearing
black': The handwritten
notes from Jackie
Kennedy to the
designers who made
her clothes

Snoop Dogg is
crowned Instagram's
most active celebrity
user - beating selfie
queens Kim Kardashian
and Paris Hilton to the
top spot

He's cheating on the
Queen Vic! Danny Dyer
takes daughter for
lunch at upmarket hotel
just around the corner
from EastEnders set
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EXCLUSIVE: The
beginning of the end for
Rosie and Whoopi as
ABC considers
abandoning The View
and extending Good
Morning America as
infighting grows

'Get them off me!'
Terrified Jimmy Fallon
confronts fear of
spiders as TWO
tarantulas crawl over
him for Tonight Show
segment

PICTURED: The
moment Britney Spears'
younger sister Jamie
Lynn pulls a knife to
break up sandwich
shop fight
Protecting her friend

Former model
Agyness Deyn
undergoes real brain
wave test as she plays
epilepsy sufferer in new
film Electricity
From catwalk to screen

'I really am a weird
person': Chloe Lattanzi
writhes around on the
ground in patterned
dress as she claims she
writes her best music
on the 'dirty floor' 

Strike a pose, there's
nothing to it! Kim
Kardashian reveals her
inner thoughts in
behind-the-scene look
at her Vogue Australia
shoot

Star in stripes: Kristen
Stewart cuts a slender
figure in a clinging bold
coloured ensemble
while promoting Still
Alice with co-star
Julianne Moore
'Mother-daughter' duo

Bringing his love
Down Under? Benji
Madden set to return to
Australia for The Voice
after marrying Cameron
Diaz as Delta Goodrem
reclaims her spinning
red chair

Shocked Ellen
DeGeneres splutters on
champagne while next
to Amal as she reacts to
George Clooney's
Globes speech in
hilarious spoof

Alright, alright, alright!
Matthew
McConaughey's Dazed
And Confused audition
tape from 1993 shows
the origin of an acting
legend

East 17's Brian Harvey
smashes sales discs he
achieved during his pop
career then posts
bizarre video of his
outburst online 
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Eyewear glasses too
you know? Colin Firth's
wife Livia sports
matching black-frame
spectacles as they fly
back to London
Back from Globes

Pregnant Molly Sims
on how a tough-talking
therapist helped her
find love - and the
struggle to lose 80lbs
baby weight after
welcoming son Brooks

'Do I look like I need to
eat a burger?' Bethenny
Frankel denies she's too
thin as she chats to pal
Meredith Vieira
'I can't win!'

She's on a mission!
Melissa McCarthy plays
timid CIA worker turned
super spy in official
trailer for her new
action comedy film Spy
Been released online

He's so pretty in pink!
Zac Efron drives around
in a pastel convertible
Mini Cooper while on
set of Dirty Grandpa
Julianne Hough also stars
in the film

'The time is more
important to me than
the money': George
Lucas, 70, admits he
gave up directing Star
Wars VII to be with his
little daughter

Still calls Australia
home! Chris Hemsworth
moves his family Down
Under permanently as
he no longer needs to
be based in Los
Angeles to secure work

Still starry-eyed we
see! Jessica Seinfeld
enjoys date night with
husband Jerry at
opening of Broadway
play Constellations 

Festival fashion made
easy: H&M to launch a
budget-friendly clothing
collaboration with
Coachella 
Swedish retailer is an
official sponsor of the
California music festival

Taking a break from
the kitchen! Chef Curtis
Stone puts down his
utensils as he takes his
two sons out for lunch
in Los Angeles

She's pregnant! New
Girl's Zooey Deschanel
is 'over the moon' to be
expecting her first child
with producer beau
Jacob Pechenik
Whirlwind romance

'My sister was killed and
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I wanted to get
justice': Celebrity Big
Brother's Cami Li
reveals shocking
reason she aspired to
become a lawyer

'It's the Katie show':
Perez Hilton slams
housemate after she
blames him for getting
Ken evicted from the
CBB house
Not the Perez Show?

I'm no racist, insists
Ken Morley after N-word
Celebrity Big Brother
storm: But he REFUSES
to apologise for sexist
slurs 
Apologised on TV

Following in daddy's
footsteps! Wayne
Rooney shares sweet
picture showing his
sons Kai and Klay
enjoying a game of
football in their garden

'Everyone was saying
how disgusting I was':
Josie Gibson insists
negative comments
about her size helped
her with six stone
weight-loss 

'Looking for a nice
boyfriend with a job and
his own money':
Danniella Westbrook
drops major hint that
turbulent relationship
with toyboy Tom
Richards is over

X Factor runner-up
Fleur East dons white
shirt dress and daring
checked sandals for
first appearance since
being offered Syco
record deal

Abbey Clancy reveals
her slender figure and
ample cleavage in racy
unzipped swimsuit...
taken when she was
THREE months
pregnant

Let's get physical!
Make-up free Melanie
Sykes dons '80s-style
legwarmers as she hits
the gym for workout
session
Getting fit again

Back of the net!
Chelsea star Cesc
Fabregas enjoys tactile
display with bikini-clad
Daniella Semaan in
sunny St. Barts  
Very loved-up

Only J.Lo could carry
this off! Jennifer Lopez
shows her unique
fashion sense in body-
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baring strappy top and
sheer skirt
Follows her own rules

'I'm always thinking of
you and inspired by
you': Mark Ronson
reveals his new album
is dedicated to the late
Amy Winehouse
His fourth disc

'I'll never give up!'
Kym Marsh's defiant
daughter Emilie vows to
fulfil her dreams of
music stardom despite
The Voice UK rejection 
Wants to be a pop star

Thor blimey! Chris
Hemsworth looks
dashing in a blue suit
and T-shirt as he heads
to his hotel in New York
Just as hot in real life as
on screen

'My husband is
running from me': Kelly
Clarkson reveals
spouse Brandon
Blackstock is laying low
because she wants
another child

Travelling in style! A
tanned Cressida Bonas
returns to London a day
after she is announced
as Mulberry's muse
(carrying a Louis
Vuitton handbag!)

'Her gloves remind me
of a porn scene':
Comedienne Kathy
Griffin targets Amal
Clooney as she
replaces Joan Rivers on
Fashion Police

'My intentions were
based on her bikini':
Jeremy Jackson claims
passion for fashion led
him to expose Chloe
Goodman in first TV
appearance since CBB

Kylie Jenner looks
stunning in skinny
jeans as she models 'I'm
somebody's DUFF
(Designated Ugly Fat
Friend)' T-shirt while
taking pup Norm out

Kimberley Garner
enjoys Barbados
holiday with handsome
boyfriend as she shows
off her athletic curves in
skimpy black bikini
Escaped London winter

'I want another baby
more than I want cake!'
Yo-yo dieter Claire
Richards lost FIVE
STONE after having
trouble getting
pregnant... and may
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turn to IVF  

Strictly champion
Caroline Flack displays
her toned dancer's legs
in leggings as she to
Strictly tour rehearsals
Ready to make some
more dancefloor magic

Ashley Tisdale shows
off fit and fabulous
figure after yoga
session
Actress, singer and
producer is used to
juggling things

What does Kim
Kardashian eat for
breakfast? The reality
star posts a photo of
her morning essentials
which includes a 250
calorie health bar

Take That become
dapper Secret Service
spies in the newly
unveiled video for their
track Get Ready For It
Manchester's finest are
here... move over 007

Dermot O'Leary
squeezes into skinny
jeans and heels to
portray Gogglebox's
Steph Parker in new
photoshoot... and dons
a grey wig to depict her
husband Dom

Something to smile
about? Rihanna steps
out in skin-tight workout
leggings amid rumours
of a romance with
Leonardo DiCaprio
Giving nothing away

It's tough at the top!
Youthful Charles
Saatchi, 71, shows off
his spiky new 'do  as he
dines out with Trinny
Woodall
Whose idea was that?

Life really does begin
at 40! Cameron Diaz,
George Clooney, Simon
Cowell and Ellen
DeGeneres prove it's
never too late for love
after finding soulmates
after THAT birthday

A class act! Danielle
Lloyd stuns in red
flapper dress as she
masters acrobatics on
new show Get Your Act
Together
Latest reality jaunt

'Thank God I've never
been in a room with
him!' Anna Kendrick
admits she's yet to meet
Ryan Gosling after
posting racy tweet... as
she goes glam for shoot
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Rita Ora dons stripy
hotpants and leather
boots as she teases
music video for
upcoming Charli XCX
collaboration Doing It
A cheeky pair

Stony faced Ken
Morley keeps his head
down as he leaves
London after being
thrown out of Celebrity
Big Brother for racial
and anti-women insults

'I spent Christmas Day
with my cat': Lonely
Gail Porter considers
using a dating agency
to meet dream man but
can't decide between 'a
stable guy or bad boy'

Oops! Melissa Joan
Hart gets celebratory
flowers for Pretty Little
Liars winning a People's
Choice Award... only
she's not on the show!

Could YOU pull off
new extreme cleavage
trend like Kate Hudson
at the Golden Globes?
One woman takes to
London's streets in a
plunging top to find out

The highs and lows of
The Bachelor! Chris
agrees to take back
booted hopeful... while
another girl is left red-
faced after falling at
rose ceremony

On the rocks! Big
Brother Australia's
Aisha McKinnon cuts an
ethereal figure in a
white crop-top bikini as
she poses for
beachside shoot

Camilla's brother Mark
Shand died after
downing champagne
and five whiskies before
fatal fall as coroner
rules alcohol played
major role in his death 

EXCLUSIVE: 'We
believed the case was
resolved on an
extremely generous
basis': Liam Gallagher's
lawyer hits back after
star is fined for missing
child support hearing

Tally-ho! Geri Halliwell
trots down a London
street in brown leather
boots and cream skinny
jeans as she grabs a
coffee
Very posh!

Stella McCartney
showcases her jet-set
style in a chic camel
coat and high-waisted
jeans as she arrives
home after star-studded
NYC presentation

'People were going to
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start getting offended':
Lena Dunham admits
recent engagement
rumours had even her
closest friends fooled
Set the record straight

Prince Andrew's ex-
Sarah Ferguson slams
sex slave allegations as
'salacious lies' as she
insists he's a
'humongously good
man'

'It's my worst
nightmare': Patsy
Kensit is devastated as
Perez Hilton accuses
her of being racially
offensive in chat about
Alexander O'Neal on
CBB

Woody Allen to create
a television show for
Amazon - but says he
doesn't have any ideas
yet
Series will be available on
Prime Instant Video

What a clash! Pink-
haired Lily Allen
eschews glamour for
casual khaki jacket and
mismatched red top at
Tom Ford bash
Hair clashed with top

Denmark's Prince
Frederik forced to
apologise after being
caught using cordoned-
off bridge during late
night drive
Naughty, naughty!

'Please forgive me':
Ousted CBB star
Jeremy Jackson makes
tearful plea to Chloe
Goodman after breast-
exposing scandal
Regrets drunken incident

'We are not making fun
of the Kardashians':
Harry Styles' ex Erin
Foster says she and
sister Sara are not
picking on the reality
family in parody show

Today's headlines Most Read
EXCLUSIVE: First chilling footage from
inside Paris deli shows jihadist killer
herding terrified customers...

Pints for a penny and some Poles to brick up
the Chunnel: Pub Landlord Al Murray sets out
his pitch for...

New father died without ever seeing his
baby after drunk and abusive 16-year-old
boy he tried to escort home...

Lack of exercise kills TWICE as many people
as obesity - but a brisk 20-minute walk a day
could cut risk of...

Married RE teacher who took 16-year-old
girl pupil's virginity in store cupboard
spared prison after judge...

'It was supposed to be a joke': Naya Rivera
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apologizes for her 'white people shower
more' comment on The...

Benefits cheat supply teacher
banned from the classroom after
£6,000 council tax and housing
benefit scam 

Ambulance crew left man's dead body 'on the
floor' so they could finish their shift - and
claim they were...

Mother's fury at grinning Facebook
picture of her schoolboy son's killer: 'No
wonder people aren't scared to...

Former girlfriend of paedophile rock star Ian
Watkins is cleared of indecent images
charges

'I'd be happy breaking their bones. I'd be
happy hurting them. This is the reality of
England 2015. It's war...

EXCLUSIVE: Foster family of France's most
wanted woman beg with her to 'come home'
from Syria and reveal she...

#noapology: Muslims stage angry
protests over Charlie Hebdo's Mohammed
cartoon as Boko Haram terror leader...

‘I feel like Charlie Coulibaly’: French
comedian infamous for ‘anti-Semitic’
comments is arrested for...

Mass immigration has led to Muslim
'ghettos' in Britain run under Sharia Law,
says Farage: Ukip leader...

Leader of al-Qaeda's Yemen group confirms
that they ordered the attack on Charlie Hebdo
offices as revenge...

It's tragic that so many of my fellow
British Muslims are turning their backs on
freedom writes YASMIN...

A record 15,000 Jews are expected to leave
France for Israel amid fears of rising anti-
Semitism across...

Oxford University Press bans sausages
and pigs from children’s books in effort
'to avoid offence': Bizarre...

Copies of new Charlie Hebdo magazine
change hands for hundreds of pounds as it
sells out in Paris within an...

Texas pro-gun group re-enact Paris
attacks - this time with an armed victim...
but still nobody is able to...

Fire crews and paramedics issued with bullet
proof vests amid growing fears over
'marauding' Paris style...

'Nervous' UK newsagent stocking new
Charlie Hebdo magazine sells ALL her 200
copies – and says she wants...

Pictured: Lila the cocker spaniel, who
survived Paris newsroom massacre and has
now become Charlie Hebdo's...

French National Assembly break into
emotional rendition of La Marseillaise
during tribute to victims of...

Inside the £40-a-night Turkish hotel room
Paris rampage terror wife fled to – and it has
Eiffel Tower on the...

'How heroin destroyed our beautiful girl':
Heartbroken family releases shocking
pictures of their talented...

Father-of-four so angry his council switched
to bin collections every THREE weeks he's
now doing it himself...

Could binge eating be helped by a pill?
ADHD drug 'curbs the symptoms of the
disorder', scientists say

Optimists DO live longer: Looking on the
bright side of life 'halves the risk of heart
problems'

‘Now everyone can fly’: AirAsia’s
company slogan visible on fuselage of
doomed jet in footage taken by...

'I'll be a millionaire by 20': Dyslexic
entrepreneur, 17, who struggled at school
has TWO successful...

'We'd rather be fat on benefits than thin
and working': Mother and daughter who
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weigh a total of 43 STONE...
Not a whole lotta love between these
rockers! Jimmy Page fires off protest
against neighbour Robbie...

Gruesome video shows the moment a
maggot wriggles free from under Harvard
insect researcher's skin after he...

Arachnophobic GP killed pensioner in crash
after panicking when a spider landed in her
lap

Would YOU wear a television? Cat
trackers, rings that write in thin air and a
TV headset among latest...

Emergency evacuation on the International
Space Station: Nasa believe toxic leak of
ammonia or faulty sensor...

Tulisa sobs as judge throws out her
appeal against conviction for punching
celebrity blogger who she...

Beware the online discount wedding dresses:
Angry brides share knock-off nightmares after
buying gowns that...

The £6 'spy box' that tracks EVERYTHING
you type: Hacker creates a USB charger
that can steal banking...

Bill Cosby 'victim' tells police how he drugged
her in 2008 when she was just 18 at Playboy
Mansion party as...

He's the prince of presents! George
amasses almost 800 gifts - including a
surfboard, two dream catchers, a...

How Air Miles Andy visited Saudi, Kuwait and
Bahrain as part of his royal duties taking
seven international...

Give your bike a sense of direction! £45
smart handlebars vibrate to tell you when
to turn and even give...

Revealed: What 2,000 calories looks like at
all your favourite food chains

Cost of living could start to FALL within
months, says Osborne as he urges
families to 'celebrate' low...

Russell Brand is a 'sanctimonious t***' says
BBC's Nick Robinson after comedian refused
to be interviewed 

Incredible moment man who was
abducted as a four-year-old is reunited
with his father 24 YEARS after he was...

'America has too many f****** guns': Taken
star Liam Neeson launches expletive laden
tirade on gun control
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